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Effective public speaking for the Australian Curriculum 
Dr Anita Jetnikoff (QUT) 
I am motivated to write about teaching public speaking because I have always loved teaching it. Public 
speaking can paralyse some people with fear, yet there is immense satisfaction in observing students’ 
confidence grow when it comes to this aspect of English assessment. Like any fear, facing it is the 
biggest obstacle and public speaking is no exception. It is easier to conquer if you have the tools to do 
it. In this article I want to provide an effective guide to the structure I have always used in teaching 
public speaking, along with some tips for effective speech deconstruction, transcript writing and 
speech delivery.  
Public speaking has been with us since the great orators of the cultural heritage tradition and is by no 
means a dying art. There is no substitute for the human voice in real time, and technology-delivered 
speeches cannot really move an audience in precisely ways that effective, live speaking can. Many 
teachers go to history to access models such as the great Martin Luther King’s “I have a dream” 
speech, or Winston Churchill’s call to battle. Most of us can recall Kevin Rudd’s historical apology to 
Indigenous Australia’s stolen generation, and more recently Noel Pearson’s moving eulogy delivered 
to a mourners at Gough Whitlam’s funeral. We are fortunate now to be able to access speeches from 
more recent history, closer to home and in our own accents through online repositories. This paper is, 
in part, written as a guide for pre-service teachers who did not learn this at school, and experienced 
teachers may also find it useful. 
The advent of streamed speeches, such as the TED talks series, which reflect different locations and 
accents, provide an excellent resource for critiquing and modelling effective public speaking 
techniques. Often, the speech transcripts are also provided alongside the vodcasts, allowing us to 
study them structurally and linguistically. In most cases, speaking differs from writing in its 
grammatical conventions, syntax and content, as well as the register variables required to be sensitive 
to context. The structure of a good persuasive speech is not the same as an essay, even though the 
standard “introduction, body and conclusion” using topic sentence structure is one often taught to 
secondary students as a guide to speech writing.  
A persuasive speech is different from an essay because it appeals to a listening audience and so 
deploys vocal modulation. We know that the visual and vocal aspects of speaking are more important 
that the verbal or “written” content of the speech and yet there is an insistence on providing a 
transcript, even in folios, for assessing speeches in schools. Some of the most moving speeches are 
not read; they are delivered with full audience contact, increasingly these are presented interactively, 
without notes or a podium. When we assess public speaking in English, therefore, we are assessing 
modulation and vocal delivery and the speech’s coherence as well as its structural cohesion. It 
behoves us to teach these techniques, therefore, as well as provide an effective, user-friendly 
structure to plan the content. Time and practice are also required to practise modulation and vocal 
delivery. 
Persuasive speaking 
The aim of a persuasive speech is to convince an audience that the position that the speaker is 
advocating is reasonable, logical and the best course of action to follow. It relies on combining the 
features of two expository text-types: hortatory and analytical exposition. Hortatory texts deploy 
emotive (affective) writing or speech that appeals to the “heart and soul” of your listener. Analytical 
texts speak to the mind; they are logical, factual, and rely more on evidence than emotions.  
The aim of a persuasive speech is a balance between the two types of exposition. It stirs the listener 
to action while at the same time making them feel that it is reasonable to do so, because there is a 
logical solution to a stated problem. Many speeches deploy affective and rhetorical devices, and these 
have been written about effectively elsewhere (Miller & Colwill, 2010). Kevin Rudd’s famous apology 
and Obama’s original victory speech, for instance, have been analysed in terms of functional grammar 
and appraisal (Love & Macken-Horarik, 2009). The key to persuasive speaking lies in balancing 
hortatorical and analytical language devices with a logical structure that leads your listener to think 
and feel in such a way that to act on your ideas is reasonable. 
The following recommendations come from a highly effective structure and set of guidelines by 
masters of public speaking, Munroe and Ehninger (1969), and is fool-proof if followed carefully. The 
book is no longer in print so I explicate the structure here in some detail. I have updated and adapted 
this structural guide for contemporary contexts. It is more explicit in its structural components than the 
loose ‘introduction, body and conclusion’ expository structure often advocated in English classrooms. 
There have been many effective guides to using rhetorical devices, with some incorporating Appraisal 
techniques, in recent writing about speaking, but few of them deal purely with structural concerns. I 
want to apply some basic “Appraisal” or interpersonal resources from functional grammar to the 
practical concerns of writing and delivering speeches. This structural section that follows is written in 
the second person so it can be used with secondary students. 
Structure of a speech to persuade 
1 Introduction: Attention step 
The purpose of this step is obviously to get your audience’s attention but it also aims to create 
sympathy in your listener for what you are about to say. This step needs to: 
• introduce your topic; 
• gain your audience’s attention; 
• establish your credentials as a speaker; and 
• give an indication of what is to follow. 
Some techniques that can be used are: 
• visualisation (ask your listener to imagine they are someone else); 
• a quote; 
• an illustration (visual or real picture); 
• statistics; or 
• a story (this usually grabs listeners' attention). 
2 Needs step 
This section outlines what the need or problem is and why something needs to be done about it. This 
step needs to: 
• state the problem or need; 
• give an illustration of the need; 
• tell what will happen if the need is not fulfilled (i.e. the ramifications of the situation); and 
• relate the issue to your audience. 
3 Satisfaction step 
This tells the audience what they should do to satisfy the need or solve the problem. This step: 
• proposes a plan or idea 
• gives a theoretical demonstration and/or 
• makes reference to practical experience. 
4  Visualisation step 
This step paints a picture or creates a visualisation in the minds of the listeners as to what might 
happen if they do not follow your call and/or what will happen if they do follow your call. It involves: 
• stating the negative picture; 
• painting or showing a positive picture about what will happen if your call for action is needed 
(possibly using multimedia tools or apps); or 
• a combination of the two above techniques. 
5  Action step 
This is where you ask your audience to do something. You are calling them to action in a democratic 
way. You might ask them to join a lobby group protest, to write a letter or email or to cast a vote, to 
write or post something via social media or to otherwise speak back to the problem by becoming more 
aware of it or by doing something to implement the solution. It leaves the audience feeling they can, 
and will, do what you suggest. 
Revision 
Basically the speech to persuade structure goes like this. 
• Imagine this (grab them “by the heart”: use affective language, interrogative verb mood; 
employ rhetorical questions; use personal pronouns with the tenor close to equal). 
• This is why the situation has occurred (the problem we have is…use of bare assertions, 
declarative verb mood). 
• This is how we will stop this from happening (the solution – solve the problem using modals: 
could, might, must). 
• This is what the world will be like if we don’t do this. If we do follow the solution(s), the world or 
situation will be much better (seeing the Big Picture; deploying graduation to sharpen or soften 
the situation). 
• This is what we/you must do (bare assertions deploying high modality language and 
imperatives or rhetorical questions). 
Enhancing phase exercise 
1. The speech transcript. Do a joint three-column deconstruction of model speeches and mark 
the structural sequence in the speech on one side and (some steps may occur in the same 
paragraph.) the grammar on the other side. Note the effect of any rhetorical devices used 
(Miller & Colwill, 2010); Macken-Horarik who use functional grammar analysis on successful 
speeches. 
2. Watch the speech. Mark the points during delivery on a checklist of modulation devices, 
paralinguistic devices (such as facial expressions and body language) and the effect of AV 
aids used. 
3. Which steps are predominantly hortatory? (They persuade audiences to do something.) 
4. Which steps are predominantly analytical? (They persuade audiences that X is the case.) 
Preparing students to draft the speech transcript 
1. Choose a topic and investigate how you feel about the topic. This will require some guided 
research so that your position is informed and reasonable. This topic in English will often arise 
from the study of a literary work, but can also respond to a current issue so that the speech is 
convincing and authentic. This is a good time to teach the Appraisal resource of attribution or 
sourcing. 
2. Decide what you want your audience to do (keep it simple). 
3. Work out three strong points to support your position. Here teachers can scaffold the task by 
giving cues for the sentence structures or connectives 
4. Describe what will happen if your listeners do not follow your proposal (one sentence only.) 
5. Describe what will happen if your listeners do follow your proposal (one sentence only). 
6. Write your own speech (600- 750 words, i.e. 150 words per minute 3-4 minutes individual). 
Word length will vary according to the year level at which you are teaching. 
To teach this effectively, a model or two is required to scaffold the task. TED talks 
and other sites offer speech transcripts, which you can then deconstruct with 
students. A model of one example, which is from American writer Matt Cutts has 
been deconstructed according to specific language and structures. The full speech 
is available on You Tube (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UNP03fDSj1U). The 






Here I offer one way to deconstruct the speech according to verbal and visual language (grammar and 
speech techniques) and structural components. It is clear that there is a point/counterpoint structure 
within each section and that even though the argument is persuasive it is peppered with humour, 
juxtaposition and graduation, especially, softeners. This speaker is not bludgeoning his audience with 
his ideas, but suggesting as a result of his proposal that they could try what he did.  
Three column deconstruction of a model speech (3:27 minutes) 
Structure Speech transcript:  








A few years ago, I felt like I was stuck in a rut, so I 
decided to follow in the footsteps of the great American 
philosopher, Morgan Spurlock, and try something new for 
30 days.  
The idea is actually pretty simple. 
First person appeal 
Humour often gets attention 
(irony) 
Graduation and Modality 
‘softens’ the premise and sells 
the idea. 
3 Find a 
solution 
Think about something you've always wanted to add to 
your life and try it for the next 30 days. It turns out, 30 
days is just about the right amount of time to add a new 
habit or subtract a habit -- like watching the news -- from 
your life. 
Appeal to audience’s 
imagination and fact, ‘softened’
Point- counterpoint 
 
 There's a few things I learned while doing these 30-day 
challenges. 
The first was, instead of the months flying by, forgotten, 
the time was much more memorable. This was part of a 
challenge I did to take a picture every day for a month. 
And I remember exactly where I was and what I was 
doing that day.  
I also noticed that as I started to do more and harder 30-
day challenges, my self-confidence grew. I went from 
desk-dwelling computer nerd to the kind of guy who bikes 
to work -- for fun.  
Personal experience 
 
Cohesion flags a list of what he 
learnt 
AV slide: a beautiful 
photograph, low angle of a tree
 
Bare assertion: high modality- 
very convincing 
Point-counterpoint 
 Even last year, I ended up hiking up Mt. Kilimanjaro, the 
highest mountain in Africa. I would never have been that 
adventurous before I started my 30-day challenges.  
I also figured out that if you really want something badly 
enough, you can do anything for 30 days. 
Personal results: physical 
change as a result of 
challenges 
Hiking picture 
Use of gesture/pace 
 Have you ever wanted to write a novel? Every November, 
tens of thousands of people try to write their own 50,000-
word novel from scratch in 30 days. It turns out, all you 
have to do is write 1,667 words a day for a month. So I 
did.  
By the way, the secret is not to go to sleep until you've 
written your words for the day. You might be sleep-
deprived, but you'll finish your novel. Now is my book the 
next great American novel? No. I wrote it in a month. It's 
awful. 
Intellectual change 
AV Slide of national novel 
writing week 
statistics graph  
 
Rhetorical Question- which he 
then ironically answers 
Humour  
AV: leather bound classic 




But for the rest of my life, if I meet John Hodgman at a 
TED party, I don't have to say, "I'm a computer scientist." 
No, no, if I want to, I can say, "I'm a novelist." (Laughter)  
Famous novelist/ humourist 
named 
High modality: bare assertion- 
no qualification 
 So here's one last thing I'd like to mention. I learned that 
when I made small, sustainable changes, things I could 
keep doing, they were more likely to stick. There's 
nothing wrong with big, crazy challenges. In fact, they're 
a ton of fun. But they're less likely to stick.  
When I gave up sugar for 30 days, day 31 looked like 
this. (Laughter) 
The final ‘secret’ expressed 
again as  
Point - counterpoint 
Linguistic understatement 
juxtaposed against visual 
exaggeration 
AV: enormous pile of sweets 
5 Call to 
action 
So here's my question to you: What are you waiting for? I 
guarantee you the next 30 days are going to pass 
whether you like it or not, so why not think about 
something you have always wanted to try and give it a 
shot for the next 30 days.  
Interrogative mood. Rhetorical 
question as challenge 
Bare assertion and imperative 
returns to title and theme of 
speech 
Graphic of calendar 
 
This is just one example of a public, persuasive speech. The speech or speeches you and your 
classes will use can be modelled like this, but be relevant in subject matter to the unit theme arising 
from the literary or other texts under study. For instance, if you were exploring one of the Cross 
Curriculum Priorities (CCP) of the Australian Curriculum: English (AC:E)  you could use a novel as a 
parent text, investigating the Sustainability CCP in The Blooding (Wheatley, 1989) for year 10 or Into 
the woods (Krien, 2012) year 12. There are many other suggestions for texts which align with the CCP 
or explore the General Capabilities (GC) of the current version of the AC:E, which can be found in 
other articles I have published in Wordsworth or English in Australia in recent years (Henderson & 
Jetnikoff, 2013; Jetnikoff, 2013a, 2013b; Jetnikoff & Kelly, 2013, 2014). 
Enhancing and synthesising unit phases: Delivering the speech 
Before you practise the delivery, the following ideas about contextual considerations and rehearsal of 
public speaking need to be taken into account. For the final draft presentations students will need 
notes, preparation of AV aids, lots of practice, relaxation and confidence. Teachers may wish to cover 
the following fundamentals of public speaking. Further to this list of suggestions, the models of the 
TED talks or previous students’ recorded speeches can also be viewed more specifically for the 
speakers’ use of modulation devices. Don't use Hitler or some manic coach who shouts at his team as 
a model, unless you want to show students what not to do. 
Delivery: Modulation in public speaking 
Teaching the delivery of speaking is sometimes neglected in the classroom. It is important not to leave 
this to chance, as a poor delivery can interfere with the whole meaning of a speech, even if it looks 
impressive on paper in terms of argument. Modulation can be explicitly taught and revised when 
students are practicing so that their speeches will engage listeners. The following acrostics can aid 
students in remembering the vocal modulation devices that make speaking interesting and 
memorable: 
PLUS TIP and REST  
This list has been written in the second person so it can be given to students or taught through speech 
“warm up” or drama warm up activities described more fully elsewhere (Jetnikoff, 2007).  
Projection and volume  Throw your voice out so you can be heard. If you have a microphone, speak 
normally – there’s no need to shout.  
Language register  The relationship between speaker and audience and the appropriateness of the 
language for the given context. Awareness of this makes the language appropriate for the students’ 
given or simulated audience - e.g., formal register for Voice of Youth competition, semi-formal for 
school students. It is important for you, as students, to understanding what you are saying to ensure 
that your audience does too. Avoid words you do not fully understand and sound combinations that 
are difficult to say. 
Understanding  Do you understand everything you are saying and why you are saying it at that point 
in the speech? Does your audience? 
Sincerity  At least attempt to sound sincere. Looking at your audience instead of your notes or card is 
essential. 
Tone of voice  Note how much more relaxed people sound when not reading! Rehearsal usually 
overcomes nerves so the vocal tone is more relaxed. Strained voices often alter tone and timbre, and 
can raise pitch which make people sound less convincing. 
Intonation and infection  It’s important to vary your intonation. This is the music of your voice, so try 
to avoid monotonous patterns. This can be marked on the page with symbols such as an upward 
arrow ↑, for rising intonation, underline stressed words or ~syllables, use a forward slash / to indicate a 
pause and // to indicate a long pause for breath or poignancy so the listener can take in your points. 
Important key words or phrases can also be highlighted. 
Pitch, pace, pause, phrasing and parenthesis  These are fairly self-explanatory, when people 
speak, as opposed to reading, pauses approximate those of normal speech? Pace is important 
overall, so that you speak within the time frame you’ve been given. Nerves can raise people's pitch 
unwittingly. Shrill voices and high pitched voices in this culture have less credibility, deep breathing 
and vocal warm up exercises before presentation should help. This can take the form of intoning some 
of the pure vowel sounds together as a class, and altering the pitch together as a group. 
Rhythm  Speaking and reading have different rhythms. You’re more likely to speed read aloud than 
you are to speed speak, although nerves can get the better of many people, even experienced 
speakers who are desperately trying to remember their script n their heads. Vary the rhythm - and 
breathe deeply on your pause notations. You can get excited around the 'call to action' section, but the 
problem section could be delivered a little more slowly so you sound reasonable. 
Emphasis  Emphasise important words by pausing before or after them, varying your pitch or volume, 
or inserting a stock phrase such as, “This... ladies and gentlemen ...is one of the most important things 
to understand about emphasis.” Think how intonation can vary the emphasis in normal speech to the 
more exaggerated patterns of a presented speech, which is, after all, a performance. 
Stress  Sometimes you can change the stress of normal English words for emphasis for instance the 
word “par``tic ularly” can be broken up with an exaggerated pause and extra stress on the medial 
syllable. As with emphasis, intonation can vary stress in normal speech to enhance a performance. 
Timbre  Watch the timbre of your voice. Nervousness can sometimes change the pitch and sound 
quality of your voice. You may become more strident or louder or speak faster than normal. Try to 
practise keeping your vocal cords relaxed, breathe deeply from your abdomen and keep your 
shoulders relaxed. Practise using palm cards and hand gestures and varying the expression on your 
face as well as moving your eyes from place to place or face to face. Deep breathing, before and 
during a speech, also helps calm nerves. 
Let’s do it! Choose your method - video, (mobile phones can come in handy here, if your school 
allows you to use them) audio on iPads, or use a mirror (at home) or friendly peer to critique at school. 
Use evaluation guides, based on this list, to check progress. Students can check each others' speech 
structure earlier, here we are talking about helping each other improve vocal presentation. 
Feedback  Watch, listen, discuss, evaluate. 
Context consideration in public speaking 
The following factors need to be considered when anyone is giving a live speech in real time. Even if 
students are realistically going to be speaking to their teacher and peers, thinking of a simulated 
context outside the classroom may help them to be more creative and appropriate with their use of 
language for a particular audience purpose and context. Most speeches delivered in real life, at 
functions and events, are not in classrooms. In English we are often asking students to play a role as 
speaker, arising from the study of a literary work. For instance, they may be responding to literature by 
filling a gap or silence in a novel, play, poem or film or other digital text. If the context is simulated, the 
following aspects of context can be considered and discussed in the planning of the speech. 
1 The spoken genre and text -type 
• The audience (considerations): who, what, why, how many? 
• The context (considerations): where and when (a simulated “authentic” context is important 
when developing the Summative assessment task, so that the lexical choices and tone of 
voice as well as access and use of technology and/or physical spaces are appropriately 
deployed). 
• Live or mediated modelling of the persuasive speech – the difference between reading and 
speaking. 
• Motivated sequence – the importance of structure. For example, the model above or one you 
use with students. Note the connecting words. 
• Time and length. 
The spoken mode deploys some similar linguistic devices to the written persuasive text, but differs 
from the written in the choice of words suitable for speaking and listening, in its deployment of a more 
active voice. There is an excellent chapter on deployment of rhetorical devices in speechmaking, if 
you are working with senior students, in Queensland Senior English: Theory-practise connections 
Volume 2 (Miller & Colwill, 2010). In a text that is written to be spoken aloud, the language should be 
plain, even if you are talking to a group of professionals.  
The reason for this is that the text is usually heard only once, unless it is to be mediated and 
transcribed for an online context. The listener must get your message the first time around. As the text 
is orally delivered, the presentation or the manner in which you speak is as important as the text itself. 
Unless it is mediated, the listener doesn't have the opportunity to review the content of the speech, 
therefore repetition and other devices can be used. Students can negotiate this according to the 
context(s) of the given unit of work. 
Genre: Exposition or public reflective (text-type – the speech to persuade) 
Audience: (students decide on context and register) 
Purpose: To persuade your audience to do X... (students decide) 
Context: Choose from a range of options suggested by the teacher or negotiated by the 
student. 
2 The audience – research considerations: who, what, why, how many? 
If you can gather relevant information about your “simulated” audience, you will be better prepared 
and your speech will be more effective. Ask the following questions of yourself. 
• Who are the people that make up my audience? (What is their background, socio-
economic makeup, age, gender, history of the organisation.) 
• What is their interest in my speech? (What specific lines can I take to involve this group?) 
• Why, specifically, am I speaking to this group? This determines your specific purpose – 
the more specific you can be the better. If your general purpose is to challenge racism, your 
specific purpose is to move and persuade your audience, make them listen, learn something 
new and do something as a result of the speech. When you are finished speaking they will not 
only give support, but recognise the worthiness of the topic.) 
• How many people will be present? (Use the numbers to create a comparison e.g. one in 
five people suffers some form of mental illness in their lifetime? Ask yourself - How can I move 
the listeners to act?) 
3 The context considerations: where and when 
• The size of the venue is important (for a public rally or church you may need a microphone or 
a rostrum, in which case you'll need to practise using these). 
• The time of day. 
Such research will enable you to prepare an appropriate speech for your particular audience. 
Four Points to remember about oral delivery 
Fundamentals of public speaking: keep the audience interested - familiarity, proximity, relevance, 
sincerity, vocal modulation, confidence, keep within the time frame. 
• First check the structure of the outline (peer checking) – can we each discern the structure of the 
speech from our outlines? Go through it with someone else. 
• Flesh out the points. Remember little proximity tricks that deploy an inclusive tenor such as saying 
‘all of us here’, ‘we can never imagine, ladies and gentlemen’, and so on. Use the familiar and the 
close (what do you know about these people?) to maintain relevance and interest. This can be done 
by practising in front of a mirror, or on video or audio recordings using phones, laptops or iPad, or by 
getting a fellow sufferer to listen to your speech as you draft it aloud.  
Speaking the speech is the most important part of the process 
You can never practise too much or too often. Write out your linking sentences between each of the 
motivated sequence steps (e.g., check the model structure above). 
Hopefully this guide will be useful for both beginning teachers and those who may be looking for extra 
tips on teaching this important aspect of our English assessment programs. 
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